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Intro- General Points
	

§  Award	welcome	because	for	first	4me	an	interna4onal	tribunal	has	clarified	
not	only	the	meaning	of	historic	mari4me	claims,	but	also	the	inter-
rela)onship	of	former	customary	law	with	UNCLOS;	

§  Tribunal	makes	frequent	reference	to	this	‘interac)on’	with	UNCLOS;	
§  On	laMer	issue	it	repeatedly	emphasises	the	dominance	of	UNCLOS	over	a	

former	regime	of	historic	rights	(‘hrs’);	
§  Also	more	specifically	it	clarified	the	meaning	of	‘historic	)tles’	under	Art.

298		as	an	op)onal	excep)on	from	compulsory	arbitra4on;	
§  The	Tribunal	had		to	establish	if	China	has	asserted	historic	rights	in	areas	

“beyond	the	maximum	en4tlements”	that	can	be	claimed	under	UNCLOS	to	
claim	rights	“independently	of	[UNCLOS]”;		

§  It	concluded	laMer	ques4on	in	affirma4ve	(as	alleged	by	P	in	pleadings);	
§  (China’s		claims	to	hrs	without	elabora4on	and	ambiguity	frequently	noted);	

	



General Points ctd

•  Tribunal	emphasised	that	mari4me	hrs	are	“excep)onal	rights”	
which	would	nor	normally	arise	“under	the	general	rules	of	IL	absent	
par4cular	historical	circumstances”;	and	that	UNCLOS	rules	are	
‘comprehensive’	in	the	law	of	the	sea;	
• Hence,	eg,	if	any	past	hr	claims	amount	to	exercise	of	hs	freedoms,	
they	effec4vely	do	not	need	the	epithet	‘historic’	as	not	being	
excep4onal;	

	
	



Main Legal Clarifica7ons of Tribunal: Interac7on of 
UNCLOS with HRs and Interpreta7on of Terms
•  P’s	Submissions	1	&	2	addressed	China’s	historic	claims	concerning	those	
beyond	those	specified	in	UNCLOS	being	ex4nguished	on	its	accession	to	
UNCLOS;	and	submiMed	that	China	never	had	any	hrs	in	the	waters	of	the	
SCS;	
•  Interac4on	of	HRs	with	UNCLOS:-	
•  China’s	claims	did	involve	a	dispute	“concerning	the	interpreta4on	or	
applica4on”	of	UNCLOS	(interac)on	with	“another	instrument	or	body	of	
law	(here	customary	law)	being		“unequivocally	such	a	dispute”;	
•  (Pt	XV	provisions	only	apply	jurisdic4onally	if	they	concern	the	
‘interpreta(on		or	applica(on	of	the	Conven4on”);	
•  Important	finding	because	Chinese	commentators	have	invariably	argued	
that	hrs	reside	solely	(and	independently)	in	customary	IL;	

	



Interac7on with UNCLOS ctd

	
• Chinese	commentators	also	have	argued	China’s	historic	claims	
predated	UNCLOS	(so	unaffected	by	it);	
•  [Interes4ng	to	note	that	immediately	prior	to	arbitra4on	China	
refrained	from	specifically	invoking	the	‘historic	4tles’	excep4on	in	
Art.298	(emphasising	instead	the	‘delimita)on’	excep)on	there)];	
•  Frequent	references	by	Tribunal	to	the	‘comprehensive’	coverage	of	
UNCLOS	(but	strangely	no	reference	to	UNCLOS	Preamble	which	
affirms	that	“maMers	not	regulated	[by	UNCLOS]	con4nue	to	be	
governed	by	the	rules	and	principles	of	general	interna4onal	law”;	



Clarifica7on of Terminology
	

•  Several	terms	have	been	used	in	past	to	describe	historic	claims	in	a	vague	and	
interchangeable	fashion	(eg,’tradi4onal	rights’(see	Art.51(1)	UNCLOS),	
“established	rights”,	including	in	UNCLOS	“habitually	fished”	(Art.62(3),	and	
‘historic	4tle(s)	(Arts	15	&	298	UNCLOS)	

•  Cf	Tribunal’s	later	descrip4on	of	P’s	rights	of	fishing	off	Scarborough	Shoal	
(para.758);.	

• 				Thus	such	past	descrip4ons	did	not	necessarily	aMract	epithet	‘historic’;	
•  Importantly,	Tribunal	decided	that	the	phrase	‘historic	rights’	may	have	both	a	

broad	and	narrow	meaning;	
•  (1)broad	meaning-	-	‘sovereignty-type’	hrs	(synonomous	with	‘historic	4tle’	

and	‘historic	waters’);	and	non-sovereign	(limited)	hrs	(eg.,fishing	rights	of	
non-exclusive	nature);	

	
	
	
	
	



Terminology ctd
•  (2)	narrower	meaning	of	essen4ally		non-sovereign	rights	per	se	
(as,eg.,	indicated	in	Eritrea/Yemen	arbitra4on	(“something	falling	
short	of	sovereignty”);	
•  Lack	of	a	sovereignty	in	a	claim	was	one	of	the	past	supposed	
differences	between	‘hrs’	and	‘historic	waters’	claims;	
• Thus	phrase	‘	historic	)tle(s)’	in	Arts	15	&	298	UNCLOS,	as	found	by	
Tribunal,	applies	only	to	‘sovereignty-based’	hrs;	ie,	essen4ally	to	
‘historic	waters’;	
• China’s	claims	did	not	come	into	this	category,	par4cularly	because	
it	had	permiQed	freedom	of	naviga)on	in	claimed	areas;	
• Note	problem	not	alluded	to	by	the	Tribunal	where	a	state	has	
made	a	poten4ally	substan5ve	excep5on	(and	possibly	illegal	right)	
such	as	historic	4tle	–	balance	necessary	between	acceptance	at	
face	value	and	a	premp4ve	determina4ve	decision	that	such	a	
claimed	right	is	invalid	(so	effec4vely	overriding	the	claimant	
state’s	intended	excep4on);	



Terminology ctd

•  Tribunal	confirmed	that	same	rules	(in	IL	customary	law)	applied	to	both	
‘hws’	and	‘hrs’;	
•  Tribunal’s	interpreta)on	of	phrase	‘historic	)tles’	in	Art.298	looked	at	its	
legisla4ve	history,(	as	eg,	in	the	Anglo-Norwegian	case)	to	see	if	C’s	claims	
were		excepted	from	the	compulsory	Art.298	jurisdic4on	(ie.,	whether	to	
claims	“to	sovereignty	over	mari4me	areas	derived	from	historical	
circumstances”;	(ie,claims		to	essen)ally	‘near-shore	areas’	as	in	P’s	
pleadings);	
•  Same	meaning	would	apply	re	‘historic	4tle’	in	ts	delimita)on	(Art.15);	
•  In	so	doing,	the	Tribunal	noted	the	ambiguous	wording	in	Art.298	and	
found	that	it	did	not	apply	the	‘historic	4tles’	excep4on	only	in	a	
‘delimita4on’	situa4on;	



Terminology and Interrela7onship with 
UNCLOS
•  Tribunal	effec4vely		excluded	the	term	‘historic	4tles’	or	historic	rights	as	
applying	to	areas	of	EEZ	or	cs	of	another	State	(as	being	‘at	variance	with	
UNCLOS’);	
•  This	clarified	and	countered	some	past	views	(	eg.,of	Chinese	
commentators),	
•  Important	effect	here	of	Art	62(3)	of	UNCLOS	‘(habitually’	exercised	fishing	
rights);	
•  Tribunal	in	general	took	an		interpreta4on	lying	between	expressed	views	
on	one	extreme	saying	that	hrs	not	expressly	abolished	by	UNCLOS	survive	
the	treaty	regime,	and,	on	the	other,	to	the	effect	that	hrs,	unless	
expressly	referred	to	in	UNCLOS,	are	superceded;	
•  In	so	doing,	the	Tribunal	had	to	decide:-	



Conclusions of Tribunal

• what	validity	did	Chinese	claim	to	hrs	in	SCS	have	validity	in	light	of	
UNCLOS	provisions?:	
• Having	decided	that	it	had	jurisdic4on	to	examine	‘hr	issues’	(short	of	
sovereignty),	Tribunal	went	on	to	consider	the	merits	of	the	hr	issues;	
•  In	so	doing	it	found	that	UNCLOS	had	made	a	deep	incision	(as	seen)	
into	the	former	customary	law	doctrine	of	hrs;	
•  So	that	to	the	extent	China’s	claims	overlapped	with	the	EEZ/cs	of	the	
Philippines,	such	claims	would	be	“at	least	at	variance	with	
[UNCLOS]”;	



Conclusions of Tribunal ctd

•  Ie,	such	alleged	historic	Chinese	claims	were	without	legal	effect	to	
the	extent	that	they	“exceed[ed]	the	geographic	and	substan4ve	
limits	of	China’s	mari4me	en4tlements	under	[UNCLOS]”;	
•  The	Tribunal	reinforced	its	interpreta4on	by	sta4ng	in	the	context	of	
Artr.298	that	non-sovereign	‘hrs	’as	a	“broad	and	unspecified		
category	of	possible	claims	to	[hrs]”were	“nowhere”	men)oned	in	
UNCLOS	(ie.,	it	took	a	fairly	strict	interpreta4on	on	this);	
• As	seen,	such	laMer	claims	could	not	be	excluded	from	jurisdic4on	
under	Art.298	because	not	amoun4ng	to	‘historic	4tle’;	
•  Tribunal		thus	examined	whether	such	limited	historic	rights	claimed	
before	UNCLOS,	but	now	at	variance	with	it,	were	“s4ll	preserved”	



Conclusion of Tribunal ctd

•  In	this	the	tribunal	made	innova4ve	reference	to	Art.311	re	trumping	prior	
treaty	rights	incompa4ble	with	UNCLOS,and	applying	it	to	prior	customary	
law	;	
•  Fair	analogy?	
•  It	did	this	more	specifically,	though,	as	seen,	in	conjunc)on	with	Art.
62(3)concerning	past	habitual	fishing	prac4ces,	concluding	that	this	
provision	overrode	any	hrs	in	another	State’s	EEZ	(same	re	‘exclusive’	
resources	of	the	cs);	
•  This		supposed	retrospec)ve	ex)nc)on	of	(possibly	‘acquired’)	historic	
rights	has	been	much	cri4cised,	especially	by	Chinese	commentators;	
•  Thus	Tribunal	concluded	that		China	had	“necessarily”	relinquished		on	
accession	to	UNCLOS	any	historic	fishing	rights	etc	it	might	once	have	had	
to	resources	in	waters	now	forming	the	EEZs	or	on	a		cs	of	other	States;	



Post UNCLOS HRs?

•  Tribunal	lastly	considered	whether	any	unilateral	Chinese	claim	to	
‘excep4onal	’hrs	post-UNCLOS	could	exist;	
• No	(	would	need	sufficient	passage	of	4me	and	general	
acquiescence);	



My Personal Conclusions
•  Tribunal	did	not	pronounce	on	the	legality	of	the	‘9-dash’	line	as	
such	(thus	could	s4ll	func4on	as	a	indicator	of	claimed	land	territory	
within	it	or	juridically-	based	rights	(ts	etc);	
•  It	confirmed	that	issue	of	hrs	does	concern	the	‘interpreta)on	or	
applica)on’	of	UNCLOS	(for	purposes	of	Art.298;	and	more	generally	
this	issue	of	hrs	is	within	its	‘framework’);	
•  The		defini4on	of	hrs	of	a	sovereign	nature	(in	form	of	historic	4tle	–	
‘historic	waters’)	are		impliedly	preserved	in	UNCLOS	and	are	thus	
s)ll	reliant	on	the	rules	of	customary	law	(such	as	they	are);	
•  In	prac4cal	terms,	the	decision	here	means	that	mere	‘non-
sovereignty-based’	and	‘non-exclusive’	hrs	have	no	effec4ve	
applica4on	in	the	modern	law	of	the	sea	for	UNCLOS	Par4es;	and	
hence	prior	customary	law	rules	are	cut	down	pro	tanto);as	they	will	
either	(as	I	see	it):-	



•  cons4tute	claimed	rights	in	areas	of	high	seas	:in	which			
case	they	are	part	of	the	freedom	of	the	high	seas	and	need	
no	‘historic’	epithet	as	not	being	‘excep4onal’);	

OR	
•  they	are	now	part	of	(and	merged	into)	a	claimant’s	own	
juridically-based	zones;	and	anyway	prac4cal/legal	
difficul4es	in	proving	past	distant	‘exclusive’	rights	therein	
re	historic	EEZ/cs-type	claims		
• OR,	
• more	importantly,	if	now	situate	in	the	EEZ/cs	of	another	
State	such	‘excep4onal’	claims	(even	if	alleged	to	be	
‘exclusive’)	are	superceded	by	UNCLOS’	‘comprehensive’	
juridical	provisions,	



Conclusions ctd

•  BUT,	
•  unclear	if	such	rights	are	s4ll	exercisable	in	the	territorial	

sea	of	another	State	as		tradi4onal	rights	(cf	Scarborough	
Reef)(based	on	Art.2(3)	UNCLOS)	–	this	seems	an	anomalous	
decision	in	the	light	of	the	Tribunal’s	decision	re	the	fate	of	
claimed	hrs	 	in	an	EEZ,cs	(and	Art.56(2)	of	UNCLOS)	(but	eg.,	
Eritrea/Yemen	case	in	this	regard	may,	in	my	opinion,	have	
another/other		jus4fica4ons);	

•  				Decision	does	not	relate	to	possibility	of	raising	hrs	in	a				
	ts/EEZ	delimita4on	context.	


